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Are you in the adult modeling business or are you interested in starting a career in this business? 
In this E-book you will learn to easily make 6-figures a year. You can work from anywhere in the 

world while having all the time in the world to do the things you’d love to do. 
 

We teach you to squeeze every little drop of traffic from any source to maximize the potential profit 
from your audience.  

 
Learn how to engage and convert your fans..  

 

Introduction
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♡ Proven methods by the top 1% creators 
♡ Practical examples, assignments & tutorials 

♥ How to write Captions  
♥ Design a great BIO 
♥ Writing the best welcome messages 
♥ DirectMessaging tips that convert  

♡ Dominate social media! 
♥ How to increase growth with Reddit 
♥ Utilizing Twitter, Instagram and forums 
♥ Learn about growth tactics like shoutouts & engagement groups 

♡ Use our partnernetwork for maximized traffic 
♥ Babesdirectory has a massive network reaching millions of potential customers 

♡ Convert your audience into paying customers 
♡ Gain access to our secret elite Telegram group to share your experiences 
♡ Content strategies 
♡ Product / outfit ideas 
♡ AND A LOT MORE 

 
 
 
 

This book will continuously be updated so make sure to stay in the loop 
through our newsletter! 

WHAT’S IN THIS E-BOOK?
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WHO’S IT  FOR?

Adult modelling 

 

The methods provided in this e-book are mainly targeted for Girls/boys that want to earn 
money in the adult industry but can be used for non adults too, just be creative with the 
content that is being shared here. There is enough to learn from a growth hacking (growing 
your audience) perspective that can be used in any niche! 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HOW TO USE this E-book?

The E-book contains 3 types of content; 

♡ Informational 
♡ Motivational 
♡ Actionable tips 
♡ Assignments 

 

You can use it anyway you want obviously, but we suggest to firstly just read 
through it once at your own pace. Afterwards, when you pick up the assignments 
and get to work, you’ll probably move back and forth between reading and 
implementing the stuff that you learn. 

 

Tips are easily recognized by this formatting, first tip:  

The E-book is continuously updated so it will always be right on top of the latest tips 
and tricks to help you increase revenue!!  

 

 

 

Assignments are displayed in white blocks
● Join our Telegram Channel now 

● Go ahead and read the book!
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First things first
In my opinion, if you want to become successful and make big dollars/euros/yens through selling 
your influence online, you need to have the right attitude. Yes you can make a lot of money with this 
method but you have to put in the work. So if you do not understand any of the information shared 
within the next few pages, then I suggest you stop and continue with your current job/earnings and 
live a happy life as you are destined for failure. Please pay attention! 

Most people do not succeed in making money online, do you want to know why? It’s because they 
do not put anything into action. Making money off your reach online is not overly complicated, I 
believe anyone can have success. There is a niche for anyone out there. You just need to know 
and work within your strengths and have an entrepreneur mindset. Still though, most people don’t 
even try because they think they will fail before they even start.. 

People tend to think they enjoy living inside the comfort zone. They do dream about brilliant ideas 
but they never turn them into actions. They often use phrases like: “I always wanted to travel” or “I 
would have liked to start my own business”. They’re scared of going outside the comfort zone, 
because nothing is guaranteed outside that comfort zone. This sound familiar? 

So before we continue, you have to understand, you have to go outside the comfort zone. That is 
where the real magic happens. This e-book will give you everything you need to become extremely 
successful. You just need to put in the work, just do it! It’s that simple. 

Don’t let it get you down, you already downloaded this E-book to learn the secret methods which 
I’m about to share with you how others are making thousands, even millions of Dollars. So you are 
a do-er!! We just need to focus on putting thoughts / and shared methods into action! 

I don’t want to sound like some preacher, but I firmly believe that this is the single most important 
aspect to your success. Before we end the intro, let me share one of the most impactful things I’ve 
ever read. This perspective absolutely changed my life; hopefully it will have the same impact on 
you as it had on me.  

PREFACE
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Why most people fail
The unfortunate fact is that most people,  fail in making money online. And during the process they 
will waste a lot of time that is better spent on other things.  

Let me tell you this, people will fail regardless of all the advice, tricks, methods, videos e-books 
they read about making money online. 

These people tend to fall in the following categories: 

1 | You learn about making money online, perhaps have a few thousand followers. But you 
have no idea how to make money off their reach. You see other Instagram models leading a 
luxury lifestyle and you think, “That should be me…” 

2 | You have some general knowledge about what you should do to become successful. Your 
audience is growing but it isn’t growing as rapidly as you would have liked. Or your followers 
are not converting the way you would like.  

3 | You have applied some of the knowledge you learned about growing your online following, 
you have grown an audience, you’re using hashtags or whatever trick to gain attention, you 
post nice content, but still it is not really taking off. 

There is a reason behind people failing, why? No matter the number that you can tick off the box, 
it’s the same reason for everyone. 

It’s the one missing link for building a social empire and making big money off your reach, beyond 
your wildest dreams. 

 

Curious? Learn more..  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Yes, this seems like a weird title, but this story is a metaphor for how people are trained to think. 

Did you know? In India, some companies use large adult elephants that are being used for heavy labor? 
It’s sad but incredible at the same time. They do all kinds of physical labor that replaces the need for 
expensive heavy machinery. 

Would you like to know how the animal handlers train these beautiful creatures into submissive animals? 
They discovered a trick to play with the elephants’ mind. They would make it believe that there was 
absolutely no way to escape. You see, elephants are the perfect creatures to do this since they are very 
smart animals. How does it work?

From a young age, the baby elephants are tied to heavy ropes. For days, the elephants try to remove it. 
They tug at it, even try to chew at it but the ropes are too heavy so they cannot get free. After a while, the 
baby elephants forget and stop trying and accept that they’ll never truly break free. Now this is where 
things get interesting…

The rest of their lives, elephants who have been through this process will always firmly believe that there is 
absolutely ZERO chance to break free. The handlers will never have to change the rope for the elephant to 
stay put. 

The elephant, especially in adulthood, will not understand that it is surprisingly easy to break free. The 
limits exist only in their mind… Unbelievably, every human being in this world is programmed with the same 
feature. These boundaries exist only in our mind.  These belief systems make us unable to:

♡ Live life to the fullest
♡ Reach higher goals
♡ To become a millionaire
♡ Fulfill all your dreams

It’s the same beliefs that restrict us to become successful and make us not go outside the comfort zone. 
The thing that is holding us back is our attitude towards these beliefs. Once you start becoming aware of 
the limitations you are imposing on yourself, you can truly break free. 

EXAMPLE

You have worked hard on setting up a strategy, you have grown an audience, you have assigned yourself 
to a platform, you bought the tools needed. Now it is time to sit back and relax right? Let the sales roll in….

Don’t be the elephant
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You got one measly sale/subscriber/tip. All that effort and you only get one lousy sale. Now there are two 
things that can happen, and most people have these self-imposed limits. You will either respond like:

Because of your negative beliefs, you will start to question yourself. 

♡ “How do I do this??”, 
♡ “I will never become rich like this”
♡ “Perhaps I’m not suited or good enough for this”
♡ “I should just quit”
♡ “This isn’t for me”
♡ Etc. 

If your core beliefs are generally more positive than it would be easier to stay “outside the comfort zone”, 
you would be saying stuff to yourself like:

♡ “Could be better, but I got a sale!”
♡ “If I make 1 sale, and I multiply by 10, I will get 10x more sales”
♡ “What if those 10 are multiplied by another 10??”
♡ “What can I do to make 10 sales?”

If you respond with B, that is brilliant. If you respond A, that is ok. But you need to put yourself into B. You 
need to develop positive affirmations for yourself to keep on growing. Because to multiple by 10 or even a 
100. It truly is not that hard and we will teach you exactly how to do it.

The key take away? Get outside the comfort zone, believe in yourself and build on becoming a more 
positive person. Step for step. 

“That's one small step for [a] man, one giant leap for mankind”

Neil Armstrong

10
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Key takeaways intro 
♡ Get outside the comfort zone! 
♡ Don’t be an elephant. You do not want to limit yourself to imaginary negative beliefs.  
♡ Become persistent in your approach. Don’t give up, just adapt your approach during 

the process by learning from your mistakes 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How do influencers 
make money

The methods shared in this ebook mainly focused on models who want to 
earn cash in the adult industry, since there is a lot of money to be made 

within this niche. But the same practises apply for any other niche..  

Our method, and all the content in this ebook will change your mindset as 
to ways to make money off the internet as a model/influencer. And we’re 

not talking about a couple of $100 dollars daily…. We have helped girls to 
make 5 to 6-figures yearly, even monthly, the sky's the limit.
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So I hope that if you are reading this, you are not interested in making a 100 dollars. You downloaded this 
ebook because you want to make thousands of dollars. 
 
Having said that, the methods shared here are written for models who want to make big Dollars in the 
adult industry. 
 
There are 7 aspects the top money makers online have in common: 
♡ Do what you love 
♡ Knowing your own strengths 
♡ Hacking Growth 

♥ Creating great content  
♥ On and off page 
♥ Understanding the algorithm (platforms & search engines) 
♥ Share4share 
♥ Crossposting 
♥ Mentions 
♥ Engagement groups 

♡ Exploit your network 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Doing what you 
love to do

As an adult model there are multiple ways to earn 
cash. We’ll show you the best methods so you can 

pick your own favourites
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As an influencer there are multiple ways to earn cash. For example: 
 
1 | Run a premium paid social media account 
2 | Starting as a webcamgirl 
3 | Create paid videos upon request 
4 | Paid personal messaging with fans 
5 | Promote premium products 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Premium social media
So say you would be interested in running a premium adult 

social media account that people can purchase a membership 
for, you can focus on a platform like MYM Fans and earn 26K 

passive income a month like Stefania Ferrario
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And that is only from 1 platform! You realize that you could also run an OnlyFans and a Fancentro and use 
the exact same content strategy on either platform to multiply your revenue. 
 
Pros and cons of these platforms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Platforms change their policy sometimes, please drop us a mail at info@babesdirectory.online if any of the data given is not up to date anymore 
** Rules apply, the newly recruited Patron needs to reach a following of 20 Patrons in the first month. 
 
 
 

Check out top Patreon Creator Earnings: Stefania Ferrario   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 MYM Fans*  OnlyFans*  Fancentro*  Patreon* 

Revenue   75-90%  80%  75%  91-95% 

Minimum 
payout 

€50 (+/-$60)  $20  Depends on 
payout method 

$20-25 

Promotion  Superstar 
program / 
Search engine / 
Partnersites 

None  Search engine / 
partnersites 

None 

Recruiting new 
models 

10% lifetime 
commission 

5% commission 
(max 1 year) 

25% lifetime 
commision 

$50 per 
referral** 

https://babesdirectory.online/onlyfans
https://babesdirectory.online/fancentro
https://graphtreon.com/creator/stefaniaferrario
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Wrapping up this chapter
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There are pros and cons for any platform that you decide to use, the power is in the multiplier, that 
is where the big earners are generating most cash from. MYM & Fancentro both have a great 
model to amplify that growth for you since they have their own search engine to push up your 
exposure once you gain traction. Also the 10%-25% commission on recruiting new models is 
obviously a great incentive for some. Please note that this commission is a percentage of the 
revenue generated by the platform, the revenue of the referred models are not affected!!  
 
The feedback we get from the models and popularity online we rank the platforms accordingly: 
 
1 | Fancentro 
2 | OnlyFans 
3 | MYM 
4 | Patreon 

 
For the first 5 it doesn’t really hurt to have content on all of them, and if you are making the content, 
why not share it across multiple platforms anyway and make more money off the same content that 
you are generating! When first starting out, we advice to focus on one platform to learn all its ins 
and outs, but definitely check out the other ones. 
 

 
Carefully examine some of the top earners: What type of content do they produce. 

What call to actions do they use? Write it down! 
 

Sign up to Fancentro

https://babesdirectory.online/fancentro
https://babesdirectory.online/fancentro
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Key takeaways
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♡ You don’t need to focus on all platforms at once, just pick one that suits 
♡ Let us know once you built your account and we will create your own landingpage on 

babesdirectory and help you gain exposure for FREE 
♡ When you get more comfortable, why not utilize your strengths among multiple platforms 

and increase your sales! 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Starting as 
a webcamgirl

If you are interested in camming, this could be a great extra sideway to earn 
additional cash. It could obviously also be your only premium focus to earn 
cash. Here is the secret sauce, what platform to pick? You could go for one 
platform, the most famous one like Chaturbate. But if you’re livestreaming 

anyway, why not simultaneously stream across multiple platforms?
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These are the most popular camming platforms according to the search volume in Google, Chaturbate 
being the most popular with a monthly search volume of over 55 million searches on average. 
 
1 | Chaturbate 
2 | MyFreeCams 
3 | BongaCams 
4 | Jerkmate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All platforms have quite similar revenue models, Chaturbate is quite far ahead in terms of popularity,  
BongaCams is a bit more user friendly, still, we think Chaturbate is the absolute winner. But the golden 
nugget with camming is, if you’re streaming anyway, why not stream across multiple platforms?!?! 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 Chaturbate  MyFreeCams  BongaCams  Stripchat 

Revenue   $0.05 per token  $0.05 per token  $0.05 per token  $0.05 per token 

Minimum 
payout 

$50 (most payout 
methods) 

$20  $50  $50 

Promotion  Search engine / 
Network sites 

Search engine / 
Network sites 

Search engine / 
Network sites 

Search engine / 
Network sites 

Recruiting 
new models 

20% lifetime 
revenue share 

20% lifetime 
revenue share 

$4.50 per 
signup 

20% lifetime 
revenue share 

Recruit models to 
Chaturbate

Sign up to Chaturbate

https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
https://babesdirectory.online/myfreecams
https://babesdirectory.online/bongacams
https://babesdirectory.online/jerkmate
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
https://babesdirectory.online/bongacams
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate_affiliates
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate_affiliates
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
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Key takeaways
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Few important takeaways when it comes to camming: 
♡ You need a computer (obviously) 
♡ One with a good HD built in cam, but preferably an HD camcorder 
♡ HighSpeed internet connection (this is important) 
♡ Willingness to share your profile (this will greatly increase your chances to grow your 

audience) 
♡ Lovense is a preferred brand among most camgirls, they have easy to follow instructions on 

how to set everything up, check it out here 
 
 

 
Behind the scenes content while camming works very well on your Fancentro or OnlyFans 

account! Use both to mix and match your audiences. 
 

Look at some of the top performance for ideas how to set up your profile 
Make use of INTERACTIVE TOYS! Like Lovense,  

this greatly improves user experience in the cam niche 
 
 
 

More info on 
Lovense

Cam Model Video Setup 
Guide on Lovense

https://babesdirectory.online/lovense_guide
https://babesdirectory.online/fancentro
https://babesdirectory.online/onlyfans
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate_affiliates
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate_affiliates
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Create paid videos
There are platforms that easily allow you to make a profile 

and start offering premium videos to whoever wants 
something in particular. Some fans might want something 

that’s exclusively for them and personalised. A platform like 
Manyvids allows you to do exactly that. A great little extra.
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Manyvids and Cameo are platforms where you can offer premium videos. Cameo is a bit more SFW (Safe 
for work) in a sense that it can be used for non adult too. Manyvids is purely focussed on the adult industry 
and its tailored to this audience. You can also offer personal items through your profile for example. 

Quick breakdown of the two platforms 

 
         *there are lots of different product/services to sell through manyvids, (videos/items/memberships/messages etc) 
 

Important to notice is that bookings through the Iphone app store will cause Apple to take 30% commission 
on content purchased. Cameo has an app on the IOS store. Though most bookings are made through the 
website (according to Cameo). 
 
You should place your profile link in a personal linktree so people will get directed to the website page 
anyway to avoid this (more about this later). Any additional earnings through the app store should just be 
considered a bonus. 
 
Like mentioned before Cameo is not only meant for the adult niche, the highest paid performer is an actor 
from the office, Brian Baumgauter. He claims to have earned about $1 million in bookings through the 
app in 2020. If you can make a good twist on your videos, you’re guaranteed to cash if you have a large 
audience. A great little “side income”. 

 
Custom vids: Ask the buyer if he is ok if you share the (private) video on your other channels! 

 
* Kevin Office is the Highest earning Cameo
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 CAMEO  MANYVIDS 

Revenue  75% (off of the price you may 
determine yourself) 

60-80%* 

Minimum 
payout 

Weekly (minimum amount unknown)  $50 

Promotion  Search engine  Search engine 

Sign up to ManyVids

Recruit models to ManyVids

https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids
https://babesdirectory.online/cameo
https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
https://www.buzzfeed.com/larryfitzmaurice/kevin-office-highest-earning-cameo
https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids
https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids
https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids_affiliates
https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids_affiliates
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Paid personal 
messaging

Get up close and personal with your fans 
by providing the ability to text you.
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OnlyFans & Cameo among others allow you to do that, obviously it is good to get in touch with your fans 
for free every now and then, but should it consume a lot of time you will be able to give them a “VIP 
experience” through a network like Cameo where you get up close and personal with your fans. 
 
We will address another great way to monetize paid personal messaging in one of the following chapters, 
this method will allow your to give your audience the ultimate “girlfriend experience” 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Promoting products
Girls in the adult business offer a range of products 

like a pocket pussy or used panties. 
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Lana Rhoades has her own Fleshlight for  example. Check out fleshlight.eu for something like that.  
You definitely need to have an audience in order to be eligible for this, we currently don’t know the exact 
screening process but it is just to show you how you can build a business around you. 

Wishlists promotion 
The idea behind this method is that fans like to buy you stuff, spoil you. And you should let them right?! 
What some of our babes do is they make a wishlist.  
 
As an influencer, your followers value the products that you select as you are an authority, so make sure 
that you take some time to build this list carefully. 

How it works 
1 | Apply for the Amazon associates network here / Lovense has a wishlist option too, more info here  
2 | Make a selection of your favourite products 
3 | Recommend/promote the products (your wishlist) that contain an affiliate tracker 
4 | Receive product AND Earn commission on each sale! 

28

Learn more about Lovense

https://babesdirectory.online/fleshlight
https://affiliate-program.amazon.com/
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
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CHAPTER  ASSIGNMENTS

Determine The Platforms You Want To Be On And Claim Your Usertag It’s Important To 
Make Sure This Is Unique And  

Exactly The Same Among All Platforms!  
 

Highest Probability Is When You Use A First- And Last Name. If You Don’t Want To Use 
Your Own Name, Make Up A Nice Stage Name. Be Creative Because This Is Important: 

 
♡ What’s Your Favourite Language? Use It To Pick A Name 

♡ What’s Your Horoscope Maybe You Can Do Something With That 
♡ Use A Name Generator Like And Throw In A Bunch Of Words You Like: 

Namelix.Com 
 

Don’t Worry, You Do Not Have To Focus On All These Platforms Right From The Start. But 
You Need To Make Sure To Claim Your Usertag Among All Of Them!! 

 
___________________________ 

 
PREMIUM SOCIAL MEDIA 

♡ Sign up here | OnlyFans  
♡ Sign up here |  MYM 

♡ Sign up here |  Fancentro 
♡ Sign up here |  Patreon 

 
___________________________ 

 
 

CAM SITES 
♡ Sign up here | Chaturbate 
♡ Sign up here | MyFreeCams 
♡ Sign up here | BongaCams 
♡ Sign up here | JerkMate 

♡ Sign up here | LiveJasmin 
♡ Sign up here | Stripchat 

♡ All you need to know about Lovense 
 

___________________________ 
 
 

CHATTING & “CUSTOM” REQUESTS (VIDEOS) 
♡ Sign up here | ManyVids 
♡ Sign up here |  Cameo 

 
 

https://namelix.com/
https://babesdirectory.online/onlyfans
https://babesdirectory.online/mym
https://babesdirectory.online/fancentro
https://babesdirectory.online/patreon
https://babesdirectory.online/chaturbate
https://babesdirectory.online/myfreecams
https://babesdirectory.online/bongacams
https://babesdirectory.online/jerkmate
https://babesdirectory.online/livejasmin
https://babesdirectory.online/stripchat
https://babesdirectory.online/lovense
https://babesdirectory.online/manyvids
https://babesdirectory.online/cameo
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Key takeaways
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There are multiple ways to make money, the trick is to not focus on one particular method nor one 
platform. But before you can actually start to generate revenue you have to realize how you can 
actually grow your fanbase. In to the next chapter where we teach you how to work within your 
strengths 🚀🚀🚀 
 
♡ Exposure is important in this business if you want to become rich 
♡ Use an alias / stage name if you want to protect your identity and build a persona (use the 

same mask or some other ways to keep your true identity hidden, but people will still 
recognize your persona!) 

♡ Claim your username among all of the platforms even if you are not initially going to use it. 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Knowing your 
strengths

In this chapter you’ll learn how to identify and use your 
personal strengths and maximize them for profits
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We may be sharing many tactics here but sometimes you’ll be making it too hard on yourself. We always 
pursue you to test different methods since what works for some may not work for you. In the adult 
business, there is no hottest or cutest, there is a niche for every single type of person out there. Same goes 
for the type of content that you are posting, it may work well in some places, but not in others. 
 
Utilize this understanding to the absolute maximum, for example: understand your assets, and this is not to 
disrespect but, do you have a big ass and are you Asian for example? YES, there is a community: 
 
♡ https://www.reddit.com/r/paag/    

 
Are you white with a big booty? Yes there is a community: 
 
♡ https://www.reddit.com/r/pawg/     

 
Or perhaps you have incredible beautiful eyes, yes there is a subreddit: 
 
♡ https://www.reddit.com/r/PrettyEyes/  
♡ https://www.reddit.com/r/DemEyesDoe/  

 
You see where we are going? You can reach your audience if you know to look in the right places. And this 
is Reddit only! There are literally 100s of places to look for where you can promote yourself.  
 
DONT WORRY, we are going to teach you exactly how to find these communities and utilize them to the 
maximum to gain you traffic to your Only Fans, or Chaturbate or both. Every single last bit of traffic, we will 
make sure you understand how to direct it to your channel $$$$$ 

32

https://www.reddit.com/r/paag/
https://www.reddit.com/r/pawg/
https://www.reddit.com/r/PrettyEyes/
https://www.reddit.com/r/DemEyesDoe/
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♡ Knowing your strengths 
♡ Understanding your “assets” 
♡ Picking a strategy 
♡ Make sure to follow the content policy of the network (instagram does not allow nudity for 

example 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Chapter assignment

Write down your strengths and use them on your profile and for your content strategy. So 
using the same example as with the Big Ass Asian girl. You will come up with a list of 

keywords that you will continuously use: 
 

♡ As hashtags (instagram, tiktok, Twitter, youtube) 
♡ As descriptions 

♡ As bios (be creative) 
♡ As filters (chaturbate for example) 

♡ As categories

___________________________

The trick is to create as many positive signals for the algorithm as possible that fit your 
strengths. What we mean by this is that we often see girls using the wrong filters or 

hashtags. They may have small boobs and still want to target the people that search for 
“big boobs” because they think it will increase their reach.  

 
You will naturally get pushed down in search engines since it does not meet the search 

demand of the user and engagement will go down.  
 

The good thing to do would be to use “small tits”, like we said, there is an audience for 
everyone.  

 
___________________________ 

 
Increase your list with some synonyms that fit the tone of voice of your audience. So for 

the keyword “big ass” and “Asian” that could perhaps be:
♡ (big) booty

♡ (huge) Bottom
♡ (large) Bum

♡ Japan
♡ Tokyo?
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Building profiles
The first thing that people see is your profile, better make 

a good first impression that will make your customers 
stick, learn how the best do it.
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Wherever you will be building a profile, whether it be on Chaturbate, OnlyFans, Instagram of on an 
online dating platform for example. You need to understand the importance of a good profile, good 
profiles have a few things in common: 
 
♡ A good name  
♡ A filled in BIO / Description 
♡ A feed which contains fotos / videos to show who you are 
♡ Platform specific details (categories and stuff) 

 
So take your time to master this, it will get easier once you have done it a few times, also make 
sure to check other profiles and be critical about the way they set up their profile, are there things to 
improve? Most of the time there are. Even for Lana Rhoades, who probably doesn’t mind so much 
but she is missing an opportunity to promote herself a bit better through the use of a linktree.  
 
 
Would you rather follow the profile on the  left or right?: 
 

https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
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The importance of a linktree
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A linktree is kind of a mini landing page that you use as a BIO link. This creates a way to promote 
multiple links at once, especially important on for example Instagram where you initially will only be 
able to place a link in your BIO (after you have 10.000 followers you will be able to place links in 
story posts too).  
 
It’s very important to be able to show visitors all your links, this creates a tremendous amount of 
synergy among all of your channels + It is a direct extra opportunity to make sales!! 
 
Most people use https://linktr.ee/ for this purpose. You can create a linktree for free and have some 
basic options to adjust the design. It is not necessary to purchase a paid subscription at first, 
though you might want to consider that at a later stage to perfect your ClickThroughRates.  
 
 
A much better option in our opinion is the linktree that you can built from All My Links;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY? 
♡ It’s 100% for free 
♡ you’ve got all the customization options 
♡ analytics provided  
♡ Make sales! 

 
This last one is especially important and a major extra cash generator option. You can sell access 
to your links! Through one time payment or through a subscription. You need to create a Bitsafe 
account to be able to accept payments: 
 
 

Go to Allmylinks.com 

SIGN UP TO BITSAFE 

https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
https://linktr.ee/
https://babesdirectory.online/bitsafe
https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
https://babesdirectory.online/bitsafe
https://babesdirectory.online/bitsafe
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Chapter Assignments

♡ Create your own linktree to promote all your personal profile links with 
www.allmylinks.com 

♡ Sign up to www.bitsafe.com to be able to accept subscription payments! 
 

Also, a nice addition is to insert a Facebook Retargeting Pixel. This allows you to 
target the people that interacted with your linktree directly through Facebook Ads! 

This is an advanced feature! If you’re interested in that feel free to drop us a 
message in the Telegram Group

https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
https://babesdirectory.online/bitsafe
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Hacking Growth
In this chapter we’ll teach you how to reel in those 

customers and make them longterm fans.
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To make a lot of money you need to understand what strings to pull in order to get traffic to your channels 
and pages. You need to have a broad understanding of algorithms and how to use them in your advantage. 
Each and every platform has a search engine, Google being the most obvious, but did you know that 
among Google there are tons of search engines (social media platforms also have search engines) which 
you can use in your advantage to create exposure? 
 
♡ Social media 

♥ Reddit 
♥ TikTok 
♥ Instagram 
♥ Twitter 
♥ Snapchat 
♥ Quora 

♡ Online Forums 
♡ Dating apps / platforms 

♥ Tinder 
♡ Platforms themselves 

♥ OnlyFans 
♥ Fancentro 
♥ Chaturbate 

 
Just to name a few…  
 
Each has their own algorithm, some are a little smarter than others, but most of these engines use the 
same signals to understand whenever content is good or not to give the profile that produces the content 
that extra push. The real growth comes from using these platforms/engines in your advantage to create 
synergy.  
 
It all starts with one single thing, content is KING.. 

Content is king 
No matter how good you are in understanding every trick in the book that we are mentioning here, 
everything starts with creating great content. You may have heard this before but it’s true, content truly is 
king.  
So it is especially important to remember that whatever growth tactics you will use and test, you need to 
have a content strategy set up for yourself. In the previous chapter we explored our own strengths and 
what we can do to use it for exposure.  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Follow / unfollow
Follow unfollow is a growth tactik 

where you follow accounts so they 
might follow back.
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To follow people in your niche is still a good trick to get the initial ball rolling. What will happen is that 
people will (depending on phone settings) receive a notification that somebody is following them, this in 
return may trigger a response to follow you back. 
 
You need to make sure that your profile looks as attractive as possible to increase chances that somebody 
will follow you. So make sure that whatever social medium that you are using this technique on, you need 
to make sure that you have at least 10 quality posts on your timeline.  
 

Take some time to design your profile. Treat it as a landingpage on the web. First impressions are 
the most important. So you want to make sure that you have a profile picture, a nice BIO and quality 

posts 
 

After you have set up a page that people want to follow, it’s time to identify “targets” to follow people from. 
The idea is that the people that interact with your target accounts will have a high probability of liking you 
since the targeted influencer is in the same niche as you are.  
So target accounts can be those subreddits that you have identified, start following active commenters in 
that niche related sub. You can filter subs on top posts so you will find active commenters more easily. For 
Instagram you will have to find an account that posts content in your niche, you can click on the followers of 
that account and start following the people, they might be interested in your content! 

The follow unfollow trick can be used on the following platforms:

♡ Instagram
♡ Reddit
♡ Twitter
♡ TikTok

The trick can be exploited more or less depended on the platform, but the basic rule of thumb:

♡ Do not follow more than 50 people daily
♡ With new accounts, start to follow 10 people and increase the number with 10 until you reach 50 

follows a day
♡ When your account hits 10.000 followers you should not follow unfollow anymore (your account 

should be getting enough engagement for your account to grow organically
♡ Make sure to unfollow people too (in Instagram for example there is a max on the amount of people 

that you can follow), also it looks more clean.
♡ Keep track of the amount of people that follow you back to gauge performance  (followback ratio)

Like a tweet or a post from the account that you started following to increase your followback ratio
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Post Commenting
Posting comments on viral content will get you 

noticed by potential customers
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Commenting on posts is an incredibly good way to gain exposure for your own page. Especially on 
mediums like Instagram & Reddit this can be a great way to push traffic. You need to be creative though, 
don’t say stuff like: “Follow me” or “That is such a nice post”. 
 
Just take some time to scroll through some of the top comments, in Reddit post you can even filter the 
subreddit for the all time best posts, and you can use it to see what are the best comments and get 
inspiration from that. We have grown accounts in literally a few days to 10.000 followers and more just by 
placing quality comments under the right posts. So spend half an hour a day to just do that. 
 

1. Target some influencers (subreddits) with a large following 
2. Turn on notifications so when they post you’ll be notified  
3. Post a cool comment about something that is in the picture/video 
4. Receive likes and traffic will follow to your page 
5. Rinse and repeat 

 
The early traction is important to get likes, your comment will not be buried under a long list of other people 
that comment. A sexy provocative profile picture works very well for this, the likes will give your post more 
exposure and it will get pushed up in the algorithm. Do this a few times and you’re set for a continuous flow 
of followers for a few days. Don’t be discouraged if it doesn’t work the first time, trust me, it will get 
addictive when it does work out because it may actually explode your account. 
 

Your profile needs to look good! This step is very important. Make sure to follow the 10 post rule. 
That you have a nice profile picture and your BIO setup correctly. It also works if you have some 

following, you can do this initially through follow / unfollow 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Engagement Groups
Engagement groups are alliances formed among a group 

of likeminded accounts to help each other grow
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Post engagement is what pushes your content up in the algorithm, engagement comes in several forms, it 
depends a bit on the platform what is more important than the other.. For example TikTok, our experience is 
that likes are a little less important than “hangtime”, the amount of time somebody watches a video. For 
Instagram, likes are still very important as are comments.  
 
Types of engagement: 
♡ Likes 
♡ Comments 
♡ Views 
♡ Time spent watching a video 
♡ Mentions 
♡ Follows 

 
You can utilize this in your advance by having a group of accounts together to comment and like each 
other’s posts. You will form the group in a whatsapp, Telegram or on the platform itself. Instagram allows 
you to make a group in DM, reddit also has this option in the chat. 
 

Be careful not to spam this method. The algorithm might penitalize if you abuse this method. It’s 
good to know how it works, we advise you to just have common sense and make it look a little 

natural and you will have no worries. 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S4S or shoutouts
In this method you advertise another account on your own 

and vice versa
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The share4share and shoutout growth hacks work well for TikTok, Instagram and Twitter. It's not a common 
practise on Reddit, though that could make it interesting to try out. 
 
It’s important to notice that  share4shares and shoutouts should not be focused on more than 20% of your 
regular content.  
 
As a general rule of thumb, you may use the 80/20 rule where 80 percent of the content you post is 

part of your regular content strategy, the other 20 percent may be soft promotional posts, like 
getting people to your OnlyFans or shoutouts etc. 

 
Share4shares & shoutouts are basically the same thing where you post a picture/video of somebody else 
where you mention her in your caption. The only difference is that a shoutout is usually paid advertising, 
you don’t need to return the favor, with share4shares you will help each other grow. It works the best if you 
approach accounts / people with a similar amount of following. 
 
Try to avoid call2actions like: “Go follow her” or “Check her out”. It works better if you just mention 
something cool about the content, that way it will look less promotional and more natural.  
 
Its better to mention something in the post, like: “I love those earrings, @theaccountyoumention” or 
something cool about the post. 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Crossposting
This method is where you repost your 

content in groups / communities
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This neat little trick works well on Reddit, Facebook groups and on Forums.. With Reddit you can create 
your own account, you can post on a wall and have similar features of a regular social media platform. But 
Redditors get together in tightly moderated subcommunities called subreddits. And we showed you before 
already a couple of examples, but there are lots of these communities.  
 
Aside from posting content in these communities you should make a subreddit about yourself, after you 
have done that you can go ahead and cross post that same post into a subreddit that is within your niche 
and gain traction to your own page AND subreddit.  
 
If you don’t know how to do this, make sure to join our Telegram channel and group. We are more 

than happy to help you out 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Online Forums
Communities on the web where you can 

find potential customers
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Online forums are places on the internet where people get together to share content like porn, which is 
where your target group is at too, so it’s a great place to rake in some traffic. Just open up an account 
under your name, start a thread and make sure to place a link to your LINKTREE in the signature so it will 
always be visible when you make a new post! There are lots of forums out there within different niches, but 
we made a little list for you to start
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FORUM 
http://www.planetsuzy.org/

https://vipergirls.to/forum.php

http://www.pornbb.org/forum

https://www.forumophilia.com/

https://forum.sexy-egirls.com/

https://forum.phun.org/

http://www.kitty-kats.net/

http://vintage-erotica-forum.com/

http://www.nudecelebforum.com/

https://f95zone.to/

https://www.porn-w.org/

https://www.intporn.org/

https://www.cumonprintedpics.com/

https://camcaps.net/forums/

https://forum.oneclickchicks.com/

https://eroticity.net/forum.php

https://www.amateurvoyeurforum.com/

http://peachyforum.com/

https://dickflash.com/

https://board.freeones.com/

http://hot-board.net/

https://www.sextingforum.net/

https://extreme-board.com/

https://forum.xnxx.com/

https://forum.adultdvdtalk.com/

https://forum.famousinternetgirls.com/

http://www.fritchy.com/

https://pornsavant.com/forum.php

https://rawporn.org/

https://forums.sexyandfunny.com/

https://theoriginalcandid.com/

https://peefans.com/

https://babesdirectory.online/allmylinks
http://www.planetsuzy.org/
https://vipergirls.to/forum.php
http://www.pornbb.org/forum
https://www.forumophilia.com/
https://forum.sexy-egirls.com/
https://forum.phun.org/
http://www.kitty-kats.net/
http://vintage-erotica-forum.com/
http://www.nudecelebforum.com/
https://f95zone.to/
https://www.porn-w.org/
https://www.intporn.org/
https://www.cumonprintedpics.com/
https://camcaps.net/forums/
https://forum.oneclickchicks.com/
https://eroticity.net/forum.php
https://www.amateurvoyeurforum.com/
http://peachyforum.com/
https://dickflash.com/
https://board.freeones.com/
http://hot-board.net/
https://www.sextingforum.net/
https://extreme-board.com/
https://forum.xnxx.com/
https://forum.adultdvdtalk.com/
https://forum.famousinternetgirls.com/
http://www.fritchy.com/
https://pornsavant.com/forum.php
https://rawporn.org/
https://forums.sexyandfunny.com/
https://theoriginalcandid.com/
https://peefans.com/
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You can find forums yourself too with this neat little trick: Use your niche related keyword in the following 
search operator in Google: 
 
"KEYWORD" inurl:forum|forums|discussion|viewthread|showthread|viewtopic|showtopic 
 
So with big ass, you could for example try this: 
 
"big" AND "ass" inurl:forum|forums|discussion|viewthread|showthread|viewtopic|showtopic 
 
Or: 
“big ass” inurl:forum|forums|discussion|viewthread|showthread|viewtopic|showtopic
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Dating apps / sites
We’ll explore how to get traffic from 

dating sites in this chapter
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You can use dating sites to get traffic to your personal profile, we use this method a lot and it is a very 
successful way to increase subscribers and followers to your social media sites. 
 
♡ TINDER 
♡ BADOO 
♡ Etc 

 
There are a lot more, but these 2 platforms work very well, just make sure you complete your profile, make 
it look genuine and post some provocative pictures to engage with the people on the platform. 
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Chapter Assignments

♡ Study some influencers in your niche: 
♡ What platforms are they on 

♡ What social media accounts do they run 
♡ What type of content do they post 

♡ Critically study; camera angles, clothes, colors etc. 
♡ What call to actions do they use 

_______________________

Try to find some target accounts with the following search operator in google (for 
Instagram) 

"KEYWORD" follow posts @ k site:instagram.com 
 

_______________________

Try to find some target accounts with the following search operator in Twitter 
“KEYWORD” min_retweets:1000 OR min_faves:1000 

 
_______________________

 
Discover subreddits (for Reddit) 

♡ http://redditlist.com/ 
♡ https://reddit.guide/  

♡ https://www.subbed.org/  
 

_______________________ 
 

You can also use directories like influencer networks: 
♡ https://influence.co/ 

♡ https://hypeauditor.com/ or 
♡ http://starngage.com/ 

http://redditlist.com/
https://reddit.guide/
https://www.subbed.org/
https://influence.co/
https://hypeauditor.com/
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Extra Bonus - Become a 
great (up)seller

In this final chapter we’ll teach you a few 
extra tips to become a great upseller
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When you convert your customers it’s time to increase engagement and sales through onpage upsells. 
Especially for platforms like MYM, Fancentro & OnlyFans 
Depending on the platform the naming might be a bit different but you will be able to generate extra sales 
through: 
 
♡ Subscriptions 
♡ Tips / Tokens 
♡ Custom video / posts 
♡ Messages 

The girlfriend experience 
Talk to your audience like you would to your boyfriend. Get personal, tell them what you would like them to 
do to you, or what you would like to do to them. Engage with them at certain times during the day to learn 
when most are active. You need to know your audience. Remember you could sell your links through 
allmylinks.com get an additional phone number that fans can get paid access to!  

The drunk approach 
Now this should be taken seriously, it works the best if you are genuine. So if you happen to like a drink or 
two, mention it to your crowd. Tell them you are getting tipsy and that you are getting horny, engage with 
your crowd. This approach works well to convert non-paying customers too. 

Cock ratings / Cum ratings 
If you like this anyway(but also if you don’t), why not bank on it! Guys love to show their stuff, and are 
willing to pay for you looking at it.  

Other ratings? 
You can go wild on this one, if you are into anything in particular. Tell your audience about it and ask for 
that user generated content while getting paid for it. Outdoor jerk-off, or whatever fantasy you have. Do 
yourself and your audience a favor! 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Final words
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This is the first version of the Ebook, we’d love to get your feedback so make sure to join our private 
Telegram channel, we just need a quick screening to verify and make sure there are only models in this 
group but you can apply through the button below

If the book has been a bit overwhelming, then don’t worry, we’ll answer all your remaining questions in the 
telegram group so we can help you along the journey. Please note that we will continuously update the 
ebook with the latest tips and tricks to help you live a comfortable live free of financial worries. 
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    APPLY HERE

Thank  fo  readin !

https://babesdirectory.online/telegram_private_chat
https://babesdirectory.online/telegram_private_chat

